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Reading for this week

Paper that Shea wrote before his book

Philosophy Compass specialises in useful
intros
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Main question of the paper

How should we naturalise representational content?

Focus on naturalising mental representation

Big unsolved problem in philosophy

Previews the approach that Shea’s book later adopts
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Some useful background

Section 1

Some useful background
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Some useful background

Watch my videos on the problem of representation!!

video 1 video 2 video 3 video 4
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https://tinyurl.com/ypw2s83j
https://tinyurl.com/6ec7pkfj
https://tinyurl.com/yh7huspz
https://tinyurl.com/47txu73v


Some useful background

What is representational content?

Representations have a vehicle and a content

Vehicle : concrete physical particular that ‘is’ the representation

Content : what the representation is ‘about’

Content is sometimes also called:

semantic content, intentional content, representational content, mental
content, encoded content, meaning, distal content, . . .

NB. Some authors use these terms in different ways
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Some useful background

What does it mean to naturalise content?

→

How do you get representational content from a world of non-semantic,
non-mental, non-normative facts?

Explain how representations with content arise out of

purely physical ingredients
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Some useful background

Why is the naturalising project important?

Representations are pretty puzzling in themselves . . .

. . . but the issue gets a special edge from the mind–body problem

Mind–body problem

How does our mental life arise from purely physical ingredients?

Chunk of our mental life involves mental representations

How does this aspect of the mind arise from purely physical ingredients?
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Some useful background

Conventional representations & mental representations

Representations come in 2 kinds:

1. Conventional representations (e.g. words, diagrams, road signs)

2. Mental representations (e.g. beliefs, mental maps, percepts)

End goal is to naturalise them all

In this course, we will just focus on mental representations
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Some useful background

The ‘mental representation is fundamental’ view

Conventional representations → Mental representations → Physical facts

Lewis (1969) & Grice (1957)’s ‘intention-first’ model of content:

Conventional representations gain their content because of our

mental intentions

Fundamental challenge is to explain how these mental representations
arise

NB. Skyrms (2010) tries to naturalise public language content directly,
without appealing to mental representation. Hutto & Myin (2013) try to
explain mental representation in terms of public conventional
representations.
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Some useful background

Subpersonal mental representations

Don’t focus on personal-level mental representations (beliefs, desires,

thoughts, percepts)

Focus on subpersonal mental representations (e.g. representations inside

the early visual and motor systems, or in unconscious decision making)

Not introspectively accessible

Often not conscious

Studied largely from 3rd-person point of view

Vehicles would be single neurons, populations of neurons,
computational states inside the brain
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Some useful background

Realism about X

If you are a ‘realist’ about X then – roughly speaking – you think that Xs
are really ‘out there’.

Xs exist as concrete particulars independently of our views about them

We should employ X-talk, X-concepts, and practices associated with X
in science
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Some useful background

Realism about mental representations

If you are a realist about mental representations then you think that:

Mental representations exist as concrete particulars (realised inside the
brain) and really have specific contents (independently of how we
interpret them)

Science should appeal to those mental representations to, amongst
other things, explain aspects of cognition and behaviour
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Some useful background

Let’s try to be realists about mental representation

What do we have to do?

1. Say something about which concrete particulars the vehicles are

2. Say something about how they get their content
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Theories of representational content

Section 2

Theories of representational content
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Theories of representational content

4 ideas about how to naturalise content

1. Representation arises from covariation

2. Representation arises from inferential role

3. Representation arises from structural isomorphism

4. Representation arises from natural functions
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Theories of representational content

Idea 1: Covariation as the secret ingredient?

Hubel and Wiesel’s cat experiment

The ‘cow detector’ thought experiment

Dretske’s Knowledge and the Flow of Information (1981)

Basic intuition behind the covariation theory

A vehicle X represents content Y if X tends to occur when Y is present,
but does not tend to occur otherwise

(in such a case, vehicle X ’carries information about’ content Y)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOHayh06LJ4


Theories of representational content

Problems for covariation theories

1. Covariation is everywhere, representation is not

2. Only applies to early sensory representations

3. Covariation with proximal or distal stimuli?

4. How is misrepresentation possible?

And lots more . . . !
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Theories of representational content

Idea 2: Inferential role as the key ingredient?

Think about the meaning of logical terms like ‘and’, ‘not’, ‘or’

Think about the meaning of theoretical terms like ‘mass’, ‘force’

Block’s ‘Advertisement for a Semantics for Psychology’ (1986)

Basic intuition behind the inferential-role theory

A vehicle X represents content Y if, during inference, vehicle X plays the
role associated with that content

(also known as conceptual role, inferential role, or procedural semantics)
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Theories of representational content

Problems for inferential-role theories

1. Symbol grounding problem (Harnad, 1990): How does one connect
vehicles to the non-linguistic world?

2. Out of all roles a vehicle plays, which ones confer content?

3. Fodor & Lepore (2002)’s dilemma: inferential-role semantics entails
either implausible holism or commitment to idiosyncratic definitions

And lots more . . . !
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Theories of representational content

Idea 3: Structural isomorphism as the key ingredient?

Think about how a London Underground map represents

Navigation maps in the hippocampus of rats (‘place cells’)

Cummins’s Meaning and mental representation (1989)

Basic intuition behind the structural-isomorphism theory

A vehicle X represents content Y if a structure-preserving mapping
(isomorphism) exists between states of the organism and their relations and
states of the environment and their relations, and according to that
mapping scheme, X 7→ Y.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fM_R-PvwPbc


Theories of representational content

Problems for structural-isomorphism theories

1. Isomorphism is symmetrical, but representation is not

2. Newman’s objection to Russell: isomorphism are trivial to find

3. Some representations are not isomorphic to their intended content (e.g.
France as a hexagon)

And lots more . . . !
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Theories of representational content

Idea 4: Natural function as the key ingredient?

An evolved ‘cow detector’

Consider alarm calls in vervet monkeys

Millikan’s Language, Thought and Other Biological Categories (1984)

Basic intuition behind the natural-function theory

A vehicle X represents content Y if a ‘consumer’ system inside the
cognitive agent has the natural function of ‘using X as a representation of
Y’.

‘Natural function’ should be understood in evolutionary terms (treating X as
a representation of Y aided past survival, reproduction)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lsF83rHKFc


Theories of representational content

Problems for natural-function theories

1. Swampman (Davidson, 1987)

2. Many mental representations don’t have any clear evolutionary role
(e.g. Paris is the capital of France)

3. Content often left underdetermined (snake! or danger on ground!)

4. Discrete consumer systems are hard to find in the brain

And lots more . . . !
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Shea’s approach

Section 3

Shea’s approach
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Shea’s approach

Pluralism

‘Pluralism’ means that there is not one single answer to the question

of how representational content gets determined

Different ingredients (1–4) play greater or lesser roles for different
representations

Mental representation should be naturalised in different ways in
different cases
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Shea’s approach

What should we do?

1. Identify a specific behaviour in relation to an environment

2. Look for a scientific explanation of that behaviour that appeals to

representation of that environment

3. Analyse whether that explanation really succeeds (and whether it really
relies on representation)

4. Identify which kinds of physical properties are needed in order for the

explanation to succeed in explaining the behaviour

▶ covariation, isomorphism, inferential role, evolutionary natural
functioning, . . .

Those are the properties that naturalise that representation
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